Street Smart ®
Proven Results
 10 burglaries
 3 stolen vehicles
 3 arrests
 under 48 hours

NC4 Street Smart® helps solve burglary of police
officer’s home along with 9 other victims
Imagine you just finished your ten

During the week of July 21, 2014,

hour shift protecting the citizens

NC4 Street Smart was instrumental in

of your community and you come

Bloomington PD making three arrests

home to find your house has been

and subsequently recovering several

burglarized. Your uniforms, body

stolen vehicles and a large amount

armor and other police gear is gone

of stolen property. Within 48 hours,

along with your personal belongings.

Bloomington PD and Monroe County

This was the recent reality for an
officer in Bloomington, Indiana. But
fortunately for him, Bloomington

Sheriff cleared the crimes, made
the arrests and returned the stolen
goods to the victims.

PD uses NC4 Street Smart ® to

The success of this entire case

help fight crime. NC4 Street Smart

was based on criminal analysis and

is the technology solution that

information sharing made possible

creates another layer of situational

through the use of NC4 Street Smart.

awareness with its real-time data

The level of cooperation and real-

feeds, maps, blogs, bulletins and

time information sharing would not

case management tools.

have been possible without it.

Reduce Crime
NC4 Street Smart is the new
standard in crime-fighting.
It provides commanders and
field personnel access to
real-time data that pinpoints
crimes, patterns and
incidents in their area.
Benefits include:
• Proven to reduce crime
rate, making streets safer
for citizens and officers
• Common operating picture
of structured data lets
officers solve crimes faster
• Purpose built to get
information and
intelligence to officers on
the front lines
• Increases situational
awareness of officers in
the field
• Reduces unnecessary
forms and paperwork to
reduce officers workload
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